Extensive. Intuitive. Fast
Online access to a world of information
	The only online reference site created
specifically for libraries
	Be confident in Britannica’s safe and secure
learning environment – no questionable or
inappropriate content
	A single multimedia online resource for
ages 5 to adult
	Constantly updated, Britannica provides a
trusted and reliable source of information

Start your
discoveries
today!

For more information
on how to access
Britannica – just ask
your librarian

The secure online reference site created specifically
for libraries!

Because your library serves a community of different ages and different interests, you require one multimedia
reference source that meets the needs of all patrons. Britannica Online Library Edition contains comprehensive
content for everyone – from junior students to college students, from business professionals to curious seniors.
Extensive and thorough yet intuitive and fast, this powerful collection delivers trustworthy information that your
patrons need.

Encyclopædia Britannica
Delivers fast and easy access to high-quality, comprehensive
information. The rich combination of the insightful Encyclopædia
Britannica and Britannica Book of the Year, Britannica Concise plus
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary and Thesaurus, magazines
and periodicals, and many other research tools provide the variety of
reliable sources that patrons need to consult when conducting thorough
research – all from one database.
Key Features
> World Data Analyst
> Timelines
> Gateway to the Classics

> EBSCO Journals and Magazines
> Year in Review
> Notable Quotations

Britannica Student
Written and visually designed for ages 12-18. Britannica Student
provides content at their level of understanding, reviewed, updated,
and revised by educators, expert contributors, and Britannica
editors. Packed with pictures, detailed diagrams, and engaging text
with additional research tools.
Key Features
> Timelines
> World Atlas
> Media Collection

> Compare Countries
> Double click Dictionary and Thesaurus
> Biographies

Britannica Junior
Designed for young and enquiring minds, this lively fun and
content rich area is sure to encourage their thirst for knowledge.
The easy to use features make it quick to find the results they are
seeking, all in a safe online environment. Perfect for ages 5-11.
Key Features
> Animal Kingdom
> Biographies
> Geography Explorer
> Discover our World

> Explore Topics
> Media Collection
> Text to Speech
> Double click Dictionary
and Thesaurus

For more information, ask your librarian
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